
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
USN#: 312419479 & 312261344

Model#: 2486776 & 2486777

NOTE: Keep your receipt and these instructions for proof of purchase.

Please read and understand this entire manual before attempting to assemble, operate or
install the product. Failure to do so could lead to electric shock,fire or other injuries that could
be hazardous or even fatal.

- IMPORTANT: NEVER attempt any work without shutting off the electricity.
- Go to the main fuse box, or circuit breaker, in your home. Place the main power switch in the
   "OFF" position and unscrew the fuse(s), or switch "OFF" the circuit breaker switch(es), that
   control the power to the fixture or room that you are working on.
- Place the wall switch in the "OFF" position. If the fixture to be replaced has a switch or pull
  chain, place it in the "OFF" position.

- Read and understand all instructions and illustrations completely before proceeding with
   assembly and installation of this fixture.
- If you have any doubts about how to install this lighting fixture, or if the fixture fails to
   operate completely, please contact a qualified licensed electrical contractor.
- All parts must be used as indicated in these instructions. Do not substitute any parts,  leave
   parts out, or use any parts that are worn out or broken.  Failure to obey this instruction could
   invalidate the UL listing, C.S.A. certification, and/or ETL listing of this fixture.
- This fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the National Electric Code (NEC)
   and all local code specifications.
- This fixture is for indoor use only,and is suitable for damp locations.

Before beginning assembly of product, make sure all parts are present. Compare parts with
package contents list. If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to assemble the
product.Before starting installation of this fixture or removal of a previous fixture,disconnect
the power by turning off the circuit breaker or by removing the fuse at the fuse box.To avoid
damaging this product,assemble it on a soft,nonabrasive surface like carpet or cardboard.

All electrical connections must be in accordance with local and National Electrical Code (NEC)
standards. If you are unfamiliar with proper electrical wiring connections, obtain the services of
a qualified electrician.Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all the parts in a clear area.
Take care not to lose any small parts necessary for installation.
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The manufacturer warrants this lighting fixture to be free from defects in materials and workman-
ship for a period of one (1)  year from date of purchase. This warranty applies only to the original
consumer purchaser and only to products used in normal use and service. If this product is found
to be defective, the manufacturer's only obligation, and your exclusive remedy, is the repair or
replacement of the product at the manufacturer's discretion, provided that the product has not been
damaged through misuse, abuse, accident, modifications, alterations, neglect or mishandling. This
warranty shall not apply to any product that is found to have been improperly installed, set up, or
used in any way not in accordance with the instructions supplied with the product. This warranty
shall not apply to failure of the product as result of an accident, misuse, abuse, negligence,
alteration, or faulty installation, or any other failure no trelating to faulty material or workmanship.
This warranty shall not apply to the finish on any portion of the product, such as surface and/or
weathering, as this is considered normal wear and tear. The manufacturer does not warrant and
especially disclaims any warranty, whether expressed or implied, of fitness for a particular
purpose, other than the warranty contained herein. The manufacturer especially disclaims any
liability and shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental loss or damage, including but not
limited to any labor expense costs involved in the replacement or repair of said product.

1. Outlet Box
2. Black Supply Wire
3. Wire Connectors
4. Black Fixture Wire
5. White Supply Wire
6. White Fixture Wire
7. House Ground Wire
8. Ground Screw
9. Fixture Ground Wire
10. Plastic Wall Anchor
11. Wood Screw
12. Mounting Plate
13. Mounting Screw
14. Strap Mounting Screw
15. Fixture
16. Knob
17. Glass Shade
18. Socket Ring
19. LED Bule
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USN#: 312419479
Model#: 2486776
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1. Turn off the power at fuse or circuit breaker.
2. Screw out the knob (16) and take out the mounting plate (12) from the fixture (15).
3. After placing mounting plate (12) on the wall to position two keyholes, drill two 1/4" holes,
    then insert plastic wall anchor (11) into 1/4" hole.

4. Run the wire through the center wire hole on the mounting plate.
5. Electrical Connections:
    - Wrap the bare copper ground wire from the fixture (15)  around the ground screw (8) on the
       mounting plate (12), and then connect the bare copper ground wire to the grounding supply
       wire of the outlet box (1).
    - Connect the white fixture wire (6) from the  fixture (15) to the white supply wire (5)
      (neutral wire) from the outlet box (1).
    - Connect the black fixture wire (4) from the  fixture (15) to the black supply wire (2)
      (live wire) from the outlet box (1).
    - Cover the three connections using the three wire connectors (3). Wrap the three wire
       connections with electrical tape for a more secure connection.
    - Carefully tuck wires back into the outlet box.
    Note: Never connect ground wire to black or white power supply wires.
6. Use the mounting plate (12) to the outlet box (1) using the strap mounting screw (14), and
    then lock the wood screw (11) to the plastic wall anchor (10).
7. Mounting screw (13) on mounting plate (12) through two holes of fixture(15), then use
    knob (16) to lock.
    Note: Be certain wires do not get pinched between mounting plate and fixture.
8. Tighten the glass shade (17) through socket with the socket ring (18).
    Note:Pay attention to leveling all glass levels, over-tightening could cause damage to glass.
9. Install the LED bulb (included). Please follow the wattage label located on the fixture body.
    Do not exceed the recommended wattage.

USN#: 312261344
Model#: 2486777

ASSEMBLY(refer to this illustration)

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CLEANING

WARRANTY

To clean, wipe fixture with a soft cloth. Clean glass with a mild soap. Do not use abrasive
materials like scouring pads or powders,steel wool or abrasive paper.


